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EXPERIENCE REAL AUSTRALIA
Learn about the world’s oldest living culture

EDUCATIONAL SCHOOL PROGRAMS



OUR STORY
Yaama

Girri Girra is a coastal mob who live 
on Darkinjung and Guringai land.

We have ancestral connections to the Wiradjuri,  
Wailwan, Wongaibon and Ngiyampaa peoples.

Our lore, language and connection to the land has 
sustained our culture for thousands of years and we are 
dedicated to its continuation, by living it and sharing it.

Come on a journey of timeless stories, smoking 
ceremonies, cultural singing and dancing that will engage 

and educate participants. 

School children and teachers alike will be  
empowered with a new and inclusive understanding  

of Australia’s rich, ancient culture.



EDUCATIONAL SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Designed to encourage cultural awareness and understanding, our 
educational programs can be tailored to suit students from pre-
school through to high school. Our programs cater to many Stage 
One, Two and Three History and Geography Learning Outcomes.

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Our programs help students to:

  Describe the struggles of  
Aboriginal peoples for rights  
and freedoms in Australia

  Describe different experiences of 
people living in Australia over time

  Explain the significance of people, 
groups, places and events on the 
development of Australia

  Explain connections between people, 
places and environments

  Compare the influences on 
the management of places and 
environments

EXPERIENCES
Acknowledgement to Country

Smoking ceremonies

Cultural singing and dancing

Aboriginal knowlegde and storytelling

Bush tucker and tool crafting

Ochre grinding and face painting

Guided bush walks

Overnight camping

ON-SITE 
PROGRAMS

OFF-SITE 
EXCURSIONS

OVERNIGHT 
CAMPING

TAILOR-MADE TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS



We would like to acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of 
this land and pay our respects to all past and present elders. 
May your wisdom guide us in the continuation of our culture.

ENQUIRE NOW
W: GIRRIGIRRA.COM.AU

E: TIM@GIRRIGIRRA.COM.AU
P: 0434 413 643


